Please use as much space as you need to complete the following statements. The sizes of the blank spaces below are NOT intended to specify a desired length for your responses.

NOTE: In this context, the words “create” and “audience” are not intended to imply a bias toward “creative projects.” The results of scholarship and research are, in fact, “created,” and there are “audiences” for such results just as is the case for the results of creative activities.

Please complete the following statements. Use as much space as necessary.

Name(s) __________________________________________________________________________

• I/We will create ____________________________________________ .

• My/Our intended audience is ____________________________________________ .

• I/We were inspired by ____________________________________________ .

• My/Our Faculty Sponsor(s) will participate in this project by __________________________ .

• To create ____________________________________________ and reach and engage my/our audience, I/we will take the following steps:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________